ARABIC
T.Y.B.A. EXAMINATION 2005

Paper VI: DEEWAN-I-MUTANABBI (QAFIYA Ba only) Pub: Yasar Nadeem & Co. 247554 Devband (U.P.)

Unit: I
1. Life and works of Mutanabbi. 2. Evaluation of Mutanabbi as a poet.
3. Patronus of Mutanabbi. 4. ‘Hijwiyat’ of Mutanabbi.

Unit: II
1. Peculiarities of Mutanabbi’s Qaseeda. 2. Philosophical thoughts of Mutanabbi in his Poetry.

Unit: III-Reproduction.

Unit: IV-Dwell on of couplets.

Unit: V-Translation & Explanation
1. Page No. 15 to 28  2. Page No. 29 to 42  3. Page No. 43 upto end of ‘Ba’

Paper VII: KALILA WA DIMNA – ABDULLA BIN AL- MUQAFFA

Unit: I
1. BABUL ASAD WAL THAUR  2. BABUL BOOM WAL GHURAB

Unit: I
1. Life and works of Muqabba. 2. Kalil wa Dimna as a book of Ethic.
3. Story of Naushirwan and Barzuya.

Unit: II
3. Wisdom contain in Kalila wa Dimna in the language of the birds.

Unit: III-Reproduction.

Unit: IV-Moral teaching in the stories.

Unit: V-Translation & Explanation.

Paper VIII: (a) History of Arabic Literature, Umayyid Period
(b) Essay to be written in Arabic on the topics covered in the above prescribed period.

Unit: I-General and critical question of Umayiah period

Unit: II
3. Dev. of Munazerana Shairi’in Umayyids. 4. Influence of Pre-Islamic Arabic lit. on Umayyids Arabic lit.

Unit: III- Contribution of following in Arabic literature.
1. Umar bin Rabeaa  2. Jareer bin Ataiya. 3. Akhtal
Unit : IV-Short Notes  

Unit : V-Essay on the topics covered in the Umayyids Period.

Books Recommended
(i) Arabi Adab ki Tarikh I & II By Dr. A. Haleem Nadvi (ii) History of Arabic Literature By Nicholson

Paper IX : Modern Arabic Poetry

Unit: I
1. Origin and Dev. of Arabic Poetry.  
2. Introduction about First Modern Arabic Poet & Poetry.  
3. ‘Ismail Sabri’ as a ‘ShaikhusShoara’.

Unit : II- Contribution of the following in Arabic Poetry.  
- Ahmad Shanqee - Maroof al Rasafi - Khalil Matran - Shukri  
- Mahmood Al Aqad - Eliya Abu Mazi - Meekhaeel Nueema

Unit : III-Prose scantion of the couplets, Al Earab and related question.

Unit: IV- Ilmul Fasahat wa Balaghat-question related to the topics.

Unit : V-Criticism of the literature.  
1. 20th century as a period of Different movements.  
2. Abu Shadi & his Apollo movements.  
3. Aqad Mazni and Teha Husain as a critical of Arabic Poetry.  

Paper X : Translation of unseen prose & poetry in the language of medium & translation of passages in to Arabic.

Unit : I-Translation of Prose Passage from Arabic to the language of the medium.

Unit : II-Translation of Poetry verses from Arabic to the language of the medium.

Unit : III-Translation of the Prose Passage from the language of the medium to Arabic.

Unit : IV-Reproduction of Arabic Prose Passage and Poetry verses in candidates own words.

Paper XI : Essays

Unit : I
1. NUDHAT AL SHER FIL JAHILIYA  
2. KHASAIS AL SHER AL JAHILIYA  
3. ASHARUSSHOARA AL JAHILIYA  
4. AN NISA AL SHAWAIR

Unit : II
1. SHOARA AL SIYASAT  
2. AL ULUMUSSHARAIYA FIL ASRIL UMAVI WAL ABBASI  
3. SHOARA AL GHAZAL  
4. FUHULUSSHAROA AL ASR AL UMAVI